If one pays close attention to the animal kingdom, the only animal that is stupid enough to complain, is the human.

A lion does not complain because they went in the middle of 10 hungry hyenas, with eyes closed, and wanted to make 'friends'.

A cat does not complain it was unable to hunt its prey or because birds can fly and escape.

A microbe does not complain it was not able to infect something in order to live.

Man on the other hand is a whole different subject. People consistently complain. One typical example here is how many people complain about so called 'injustice', but they maintain everything that leads exactly to these injustices.

They do not like injustice and thievery, but they like stupidly supporting the idea that all races on earth, who are biologically different and always act for their own benefit, have to be slapped together into the same territory to compete over what is clearly a limited amount of resources.

Then the mistakes are always furthered. For example, instead of accepting humans are acting in a biological manner and friendlier with their own but with a lack of friendliness towards those that do not resemble them, the world decides the best way to go is to create depressive societies filled with benzos and propaganda in order to make the unnatural, natural.

They act like they have a problem with 'rape', such as fat feminists, but they don't have a problem when an uncountable amount of people in whose culture rape and child rape are normal, come into a territory where it's not the case.

Then rape increases exponentially because of this stupid advocacy. It wasn't long ago a fat feminist in Sweden was protesting about the deportation of a child molesting multiple offender muslim in an airplane. Then, the muslim was let loose and just repeated the crimes. Tragic.

They complain about how this world is being usurped of its wealth, and how everyone suffers as a result, and how beings as such live a miserable life, but nobody has any of the guts to even accept the IDEA about ending this situation. There are around 300 jews on this planet owning what all the ownership of all the slaves combined is on this planet, and people are too cucked to even say the phrase 'jews are responsible'.
The total of the world’s wealth is controlled by 1 banking institution and 5 companies who have bought all others at this point or indirectly control them in a total way. Yes, only 5 international companies do control the whole world's production.

This is why politics has died in the west, because everything is just a whining of what 'should have been', all done by a bunch of idiots in complete oblivion of how this matter would be achieved, or what price there is to pay for any achievement. Therefore, their only understanding is nihilism.

One example to explain the above. People want to increase the wealth in a country. But when the plan is laid out about how the wealth in such country would be increased by work and so forth, people of course do not want to pay the price to make it happen. And given most politicians are jewish sellouts, and horrible planners, these plans are also illogical, slave-like, and unachievable. So nothing really progresses. And people refuse to progress something. Since nobody is also willing to counter the great parasitic jews on the top who siphon 90% of the outcome of these plans, leaving nothing for those that make them, then this leaves things as they were before. As such countries do not develop or develop only with the remaining 10% of labor production.

So what happens is many people migrate and move to other places is they are looking for a new order to put their powers in motion, but at the same time, many people are jealous and hateful of this new authority. Even-though them moving in, in the same place, just shows that they need this authority and accept it’s superiority. This is the case of many people on this world who move to White nations for a better life but hate whites. But they are here since they accept that their order is superior.

Then what happens is simple people just want everything to 'suit' the low energy and low productivity planning they had from where they came. Where you can sit in a rock and eat from a tree and survive. So when the requirements of existence start piling up, one does not want to pay the price of labor to belong as a part of such an organized structure. And therefore becomes a criminal, so they can have 'the life' and just do no labor to follow the state of existence.

So what one essentially requests is an upgrade to their existence, for free. But nothing is for free, and when this EBT and "Free" is analyzed, it breaks down by added burden on the shoulders of those that produce. So what remains out of this is someone just coming in and demanding to be upgraded a hundred times, while downgrading others by a hundred times. And the jew has made this a rule, since the degradation of one team (White nations) is positive, while the upgrading of those coming in is just superficial, and no matter their living style upgrading, they can never oppose the actual order of the world which is the jews.

This is why you have Democrats in the US just trying to rip the country open. On one hand, they don't care how many people are worked in the corn fields, as this does not matter. On the other hand, this serves the jewish aim of destroying a country that could potentially wake up to them. All while the jew will be the one to work these people in the corn fields,
and also gain from the collapse of the country, so to say. So of course, the US needs to get as many of such people in as possible. Actually Soros will just pay them huge amounts to go in, since the collapse of said nation will just crown his race supreme rulers of the earth. Paying them 2-3 thousand is therefore nothing if one calculates the outcome.

When shit hits the fan on this planet, everyone cries on two skirts. One skirt is the skirt of the Asians, the other one is the skirt of the Whites. People die in x region, whites have to go in and save them. Many terrible things happen in Arab countries but they do not go to Saudi Arabia which is a rich and strong country to receive help, because unfortunately none will be given.

How many doctors has Saudi Arabia sent to Africa to help the people there? When people were running from Syria how many people did Saudi Arabia take in as a rich power in the Middle East? None. And nobody scorns them for it either.

So we have a paradox here, those who help are not only parasitized, but are also hated. They are constantly presented with new unreasonable and dumb demands, and constantly called racist. And those who look after their own ass get nothing of these things to them.

But he who gains all the profits from any of the living labor parasitism is just the jew. From whom nobody asks responsibilities. The jew leads this planet by controlling all resources, but people do not ask anything of them, nor they force changes, nor they expect them to get out of the way for them. Most people are even afraid to name them. This is because Whites are a slave race to do the 'humanitarian help' and the jew is the actual master who is just usurping all the benefits and has absolutely zero responsibility for anything.

So what it all boils down to is beings who do not want to accept any of the reality of what is going on, but whine this is the case of this reality. Basically they are not whining about reality, they are just whining about what the jew has taught them is reality to whine about. Plus, none of the people complaining about this so called 'reality' are even working to make anything different.

There are many blacks who wish for a normal white person who works 65 hours a week to die, but there aren't many blacks who have the guts to say that 5 jewish companies own and control all the world’s living supplication systems. And this is called cowardice. The same is the case of many others who just blame random concepts. There are many stupid feminists in Sweden that will whine for one more day about the 'rights of women' and will just inject people who are pedophiles into their country. There are people who have completely forgotten how any working rights were earned by the blood of millions sacrificed, and just look idly when the jew requires people to study for 25 or 30 years for a job that hardly earns them the basics of life, and who consider this a 'reality' and comply with it without raising an eyebrow.

Maybe if all the above people cared for 1 year in total, they wouldn't be spending 30 years or a lifetime in this situation. For example, if all the planet did the RTR for 40 days, we
would be absolved extremely quickly from all our problems related to spiritual exploitation. But people somehow consider harder or more 'trying' the duration of 1 year being woken up than sleeping 100 years in a nightmarish dream that for many is life.

Another reality of this world is poverty. This is simply because the majority of people do not develop any wealth. How many people do you know who took the stress, the effort, and the time, to develop about anything? Out of all these people, how many people who inherited things later, did respect it? How many people do want to baseline get a heart attack daily from stress, or overwork themselves, to generate any 'wealth'?

Most people just work because it’s a must thing for survival, and if they could live for free, they would simply live for free. And of course this is how many people want to live, since, nobody really wants to raise the burden of existence. There are whole chunks of people in the west who simply exist by getting free labor coins of other people. This includes whole nations. And want to exterminate them on top of it.

Another thing is where many people complain about negative circumstances of life. The situation financially between Brazil and some places in Eastern Europe or Southern Europe is the same. People live in slum conditions. The poverty is still the same. If you do not have knowledge, intelligence, and work ethic, you will live the same anywhere you go.

Everyone whines about the situation in let's say in the US and Europe, but they do not want to do any of the existential lifting for it. Leave this to the stupid worthless Whitey to die for constitutions, freedom, and human rights, and stuff like that. We can just come in later and whine at them to be 'equal'. Then stupid whitey will take us all in, so we can exterminate them in unison with jews and get the products for free. After all bargains with the jews are always known to turn out honest...lol.

The jew has perverted Paganism and as a result all the natural understanding of people was lost. If two people have owned a goat each, they would understand how a goat is raised, and what it means to raise one. And they wouldn't wish for the goat of the other to die, but rather, for it to be healthy and living. Now the jew just tells people if the goat of the neighbor dies (Whitney neighbor) you will have a million goats. So go kill his goat or something. But as to how this process of the million free goats will happen the jew does not explain anything. Because it won't happen.

Similar is the case where people wish for Europeans and many other to go extinct or their countries to go under. The situation is if you and your neighbor had a goat, and yours died as a result, your neighbor may have been kind enough to give you milk. But if you kill his goat, he will not be able to give you milk. Or if you go to kill his goat and the jew steals your own goat while you're out of the house doing what the jew said, you will also die. But many people do not even think of these things.

There were many cases where Whites had to risk the future of existence of their own country in order to generate something better for the living condition for the existence
inside a country. Who has been historically willing to make a similar sacrifice? If a people in a country were asked, do you want 50% of the people to randomly die, for a GAMBLING CHANCE for better rights in the future, how many people would take this chance?

There is commonly the question, when are things going to 'improve' for people and nations? The answer of this can only be given by the natural order of things. So long lions stay with eyes closed in the middle of hungry hyenas and holding a banner like 'solidarity between lions and hyenas cause god is love', are lazy as fuck, and do not accept the reality of this world, this world can only advance through coincidence or the labor of the very few, who do actually give a fuck, and have to raise the burden of the whole planet as a result.

This is why the Gods have given us the RTR so we can raise weight that is otherwise impossible to fix and carry. This world has reached so far it cannot be saved by any conventional means at this point based on its ignorance. And it advances slowly and by coincidence. Political power is also impossible to fix something directly either on its own, and any such better power requires spiritual pushing and protection, especially in this current century where all the interests of all humans on earth have become mixed up in one bowl.

The only changes that can happen are the changes humanity deserves. And from the standpoint of strict realism, humanity as a whole doesn't deserve even half of what it has. But regardless it appears the Gods are beneficiaries and too good to comply with this strict and violent natural realism, which is good for us, and for which they deserve respect. But guess what is going to happen 1 billion Muslims will still fall on their knees today and throw stones on Satan's idol again this year. This is needless to say an enraging and worthless situation, but as it appears, the Gods are too powerful to care about the negativity of the inferiors, and are only interested in development while showing lenience to a sick humanity that is controlled by a hebrew mind virus.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Forum Member [wrote]:

We are going to have to move society into a moneyless direction as the monetary system is a bad idea that is destroying everything on the planet. It’s just a materialistic substitute to spiritual energy and will. One thing is the cities are going to have to be dismantled and people live in smaller communities with incentives to contribute as part of this. When it’s the food of your community and family you’re overseeing on automated style farming or the solar panel grid and such people will naturally work on this. This includes socialization where the desire of social altruism takes over and the self respect one gains from knowing they matter come in.
This will free people to do what they want in life. With a simple human based culture with spiritual practices and knowledge people’s desire for spiritual expression and freedom will be the driving factor. My ancestors lived in a resource based society for half a million years maybe. And were fine.

---

**Forum Member [wrote]:**

A lot of places are poor despite the populace has to work up to seven days a week like in China they are assigned the place of work and they work 28 days a month straight for nothing. To the point they have suicide nets on their plants. The same in other nations the reason is the economic system is run by the IMF and other Globalist outfits that are simply stealing the wealth and resources of entire nations and then fostering regimes that allow them to do this. Libya paid the price for trying to end this system within Africa. Libya had a high standard of living because their Green Revolution.

The reason there is no desire for many people to work is because their wages are undercut by capitalist bosses, they are over taxed and over worked to exhaustion and thus demoralized. They are wage serfs on the Neo-Liberal, globalist plantation state. When you work up to 13 hour days of manual labour for serf wage you start to understand the situation.

The other issue is the UBI is now a conversation because of the undercutting of wages and the drive to save on labour and make production faster and more efficient to compete in a global market. Automation is the now the future and this means entire industries that still remain are now in the process of automation. So how is a person supposed to live in a money based society with no chance of a job even at slave wages....

The issue with social psychology is people are not taught to think on the big picture so they are distracted by the rulers into small picture issues to confuse and mislead them. People are suffering from a life time of psychological abuse and economic abuse. What they require is education, motivation and organization. This is the job of the leadership of a paradigm change.

---

**HP. Hooded Cobra 666 [wrote]:**

This whole automation thing will just distance the rich from the poor and basically make the rich independent from the labor (and free of the potential uprising) of the poor. But many times even here I have seen this thing being glorified as some sort of very good upcoming thing.

I do not see 8 billions of people living in a 'labor free society', other than being given some
'free money' in some post scarcity (and all knowing surveillance based) civilization. If that is the case then many dissidents and others will not survive, while the rest will be living as worthless ants on the feet of those in power.

8 or 10 and ever increasing amounts of people and a scarcity free civilization, with a healthy planet, and free gurbs for all, simply cannot happen. And not because it's impossible but simply because those in power do not want this.

The only reason the super rich have not exterminated the poor is simply because they are related and it's through their labor they can maintain their status. But as time goes and robots will replace humans then there will be no point for them to keep troublesome humans around.

If one studies the incomes of the states and how much they pay to debt collectors their jaw is going to drop. Literally more than 90% of the production of all states is going to jewish financial blackholes, while the rest of the 10% that remains is just kept around in jewish owned bank account such as the Rothschild banks.

Whites are so entitled. Like, I do not know one white person who doesn't work 60 hours or more a week, to barely get by, almost unable to pay rent by the end of the month, in their own homelands where the blood of their ancestors filled the rocks for a better life.

Asians are even more entitled, just look in Asia and their work schedules as stated and you can see it. Meanwhile, many others who literally freeload on the mercy of others on that planet, are the 'suppressed' ones.

I am willing to take on oppressed status and go to Harvard for free and without grades just because of the color of my skin guys. And 6500$ a month to raise 12 illegitimate babies like the other Muslim in London. Gibs me muh oppression.

---

*Forum Member [wrote]:*

*That's what they want a caste system of haves and have nots. But the UBI allows the poor to have enough money to then give it back to the rich by spending it on their monopolized consumer industry. That is the finalization of the wheel of monopoly. Who is going to keep the rich, rich.....UBI.*

*HP. Hooded Cobra 666 [wrote]:*

Just look at Zuckerberg talking about the UBI it's like his commander from the borg came to him and gave him a kiss onto his reptilian cyborg head.
The UBI and "Universal Basic Income" is a big scam. How they plan to bring this about is that humans will relinquish all their privacy, and through this, the data mining or new oil will be used to steer the wheels into the so called "automated and post scarcity" civilization.

Yes goyim rest reassured we will pay you whatever you need for your life, all 10 billions of you, and your 20 billions children. The Borg will be very charitable, so much, that it wants none of you to work and get tired. We will calculate this every year based on what the Borg needs. Then the Borg will give you 300 or 400 Borg Coins, enough for you to buy your molded bread so you can live as a data gathering point for the Borg. Since you won’t be able to produce and work we will keep you alive as we see fit. And then we will send you to become soil to the earth. Welcome to the UBI. - Mark "Borg" Kikeberg

---

Forum Member [wrote]:

We would be better off with moldy bread then the trash people buy from Macdonalds.

---

Forum Member [wrote]:

So basically we will already have the same society we have now but with UBI.

---

HP. Hooded Cobra 666 [wrote]:

Based on the experiments they have done with the UBI in places like Finland they found out it actually helped some people get their stuff together and improvise with their time and do interesting things. But this wasn’t always the case.
According to how the Jews imagine the so-called "UBI," it will just be digital coins for the hoards of goyim to cover their so-called 'necessities,' but what they will have to give for exchange will be their data, bio-metric and otherwise. They will have to share their data and privacy, so they can receive the UBI as some sort of 'universal basic income for survival.'

This is sort of like the scheme The Zucc Borg created on Facebook where it does mine all the data and spy on everyone to provide a seemingly 'free service' that by some huge coincidence where everything is 'free,' has generated hundreds of billions for the Zucc and anyone else involved, without taking money from people. But just siphoning their data and selling it.

There will be no freebies so long this world exists, it's that simple. Another example is the lie we are moving to a cashless society but the bottom of it we are moving to a society that is the foundation of all that the creators of money imagined. We are just trans-versing the already existing monetary system into a digital one. There is no new system below it however same old usurious crap, just with the potential of the Jews to create infinite amounts of deficits and wealth through digital keyboards.

The idea of the scarcity free civilization is based on two things, one the full relinquishing of privacy (because info and data will be equal to oil to have such an automated civilization running) and the other one in full unification of the planet. Europe doesn't have coal reserves, and in such a situation 'money' couldn't get them either.

The financial situation of this planet is…
Forum Member [wrote]:

Scarcity only exists because the Jewish controllers want it to be such. They have created this scarcity to then control everything through it. It’s all artificial scarcity so they can maintain monopoly. Half the food created in America alone is thrown away on purpose so the corporations can then fix prices high.

Most of what you arguing is the fact Jews are criminal and will game any system to take control. It does not matter what system we have with Jews in it. However we are already moving to UBI and that’s how it is. Italy is already considering this as part of their Nationalist elections. That’s the current future. People need money to live in this society.